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Consumer Countries/Markets 

 
SA wines get boost from dispute between Australia and China 

The resurgent — to the tune of 18.3% year on year in quarter one of 2021 GDP growth — Chinese 
economy has offered SA wine exporters a hard-to-beat market, as localised lockdowns and mass 
testing have ended social distancing in the country. With unmasked wine drinkers now the norm 
rather than the exception at China’s bars and banquets, Australia’s badly timed tariff headache has 
turned out to be SA’s gain.  
 
Chile now dominates among new world wines, gaining about 7% year on year, and even Italy and 
Spain now outweigh the Aussies in terms of market share. Though SA comes in just ahead of 
Germany in eighth place with a 2% market share, its 124% growth in total market share over the 
past year makes it the fastest-growing supplier in the Chinese market right now.  
Click here to read more  
 
Chile’s greatest upset in China  
Chile has staged what could be known as the greatest upset in Chinese wine market. Not only did 
the size of Chilean wine market exponentially expanded, but Chinese drinkers now are uncorking 
more bottles of iconic Chilean wines than ever.  
Click here to read more 
 
 
Global Trends - Beverages 

 
Premium Rosé – a style whose time has come across the planet 

Pink wine was traditionally the unsophisticated sector that the wine industry rarely treated with 
respect or interest. Today, it is increasingly premium, popular and profitable.  
 
Once upon a time, rosé was widely viewed as a 'pool wine', with little aspirations beyond cheap 
summer drinking. Yet pink now boasts a decisive advantage over red and white styles, not least 
because rosé has been more successful in selling the 'lifestyle'.  
Click here to read more 
 
 
The World Bulk Wine exhibition: "The quality of the bulk wines on offer has 

grown" 
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On November 22nd and 23rd, the World Bulk Wine exhibition, the world's largest bulk wine event, 
will take place in Amsterdam.  
 
Meininger's talked to the exhibition's CEO Otilia Romero de Condés about what she expects of this 
year's fair and how the bulk wine market has developed.  
Click here to read more  

 
 
Nuusbrokkies / News Snippets 

 
What’s Up With Zero Alcohol Wine? 

Starting with the reds (9 wines), all of them tasted awful, although the Domaine de la Prade is 
drinkable. They all tend to taste the same, irrespective of grape or geographic origin — that is, they 
taste like grape juice, not wine….  
 
The whites (9 wines) are definitely a step up, as they can handle the grapey fruitiness, by being 
chilled. However, they also tend all to taste the same, irrespective of grape or origin — they do not 
taste anything like the nominated grape, unlike wine. This is not to say that they are not a refreshing 
beverage, of the simple and fruity type (although the Santa Monica was a bit acidic).  
 
The rosé drinks (5 wines) are very similar to the whites, and thus similar comments apply.  
 
Only the sparkling wines were marginally acceptable. And of course none of them have much aroma 
since, in wine, alcohol delivers the aroma esters.  
Click here to read more 
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